
Please find in the following pages insight into Guzman’s phantom figure as well as details on the 
multimedia components included in the exhibition.
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The phantom: The phantom character often appears in Guzman’s work. The abstract figure was
first created by chance during the execution of a performance art piece, which was inspired by
events that changed the course of the artist’s life. Since then, the phantom has come to signify the
presence of good and evil, dark and light, yin and yang when and wherever it emerges in the
artist’s work. “The phantom was created when I got a second chance at life, so the phantom
represents that first life,” says Guzman of his haunting signature, “But it’s still a part of me, it’s
always with me. Like the good and the bad, you can’t know one without the other. So the
phantom is about that kind of duality.” For more on the origin story of the phantom, please click
here.

“Guzman’s narrative, a story assembled in shards - entireties forever incomplete, conjuring like
constellations where representation is a kind of connect the dots along the abject periphery of
abstraction, is a shamanic storytelling befitting urban myth. His comic book reinvention of self,
complete with a tragic-heroic alter ego The Phantom whose painful origin story based off a life-
changing incident in which the artist had his face brutally sliced open in an uptown bar, is itself a
cipher, a perpetual retracing of the cut, emblazoned as a sign reduced to a logo, Zorro’s mark
reconstituted into the vernacular of graffiti, a tag whose very I was here presence connotes a
converse gesture of absence.” Excerpted from exhibition essay by Carlo McCormick. Read full
essay here.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/4mhcgc9qp6v0lhy/Guzman%20Phantom%20Interview.pdf?dl=0
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b01cc1b25bf0229e4efe535/t/5c328010aa4a99548f871c78/1546813485701/Grave+Guzman%2C+Detourned%2C+Exhibition+Essay+by+Carlo+McCormick.pdf


Projection: Created in collaboration with animation artist Brian Close, the projection will be shown
in an artist-designed theater within Guzman’s installation. Inspired by their source material, Close
and Guzman layered photographs and video footage of Guzman’s artworks into an animation that
Close calls “a movement collage.” The hallucinatory result of their collaboration offers viewers
insight into Guzman’s mixed media works, which, like ancient artifacts, often take on an
evidentiary effect. “We really wanted to bring the work to life,” says Close, "Grave’s forms inspire
animation. By transposing them on film, images of these static works of art are set into motion,
then rewound, fast forwarded, and rearranged to echo his art making process and expose the
work as the result of certain gestures repeated countlessly over time.”

http://www.ggeeoorrggiiaa.com/


Short film: Entitled “Future Phantom // Phantom Future,“ the short film displayed on the gallery’s
upper level showcases a performance artwork created by Guzman in collaboration with close
friends and fellow artists Bryan Ellingson and Austin Williamson of Onyx Collective. With a one-
hundred-dollar budget, the crew used found materials like plastic sheeting, chains, hooks, studio
lights, tools, bells, and clothing racks to create a set that would respond to their movements both
optically and sonically. In the film, the group takes viewers on an audio-visual journey to the year
5096. Sporting artist-imagined hazmat suits in a dystopian representation of the future, the time
travelers execute their mission: to create one of Guzman’s signature phantom forms among the
ruins of human existence. “The phantom was inspired by a piece of performance art, so for this
show, I wanted to create a piece of performance art in its honor. The phantom is all about those
kinds of inversions,” says Guzman of the video. “For this project, individual vision and
improvisation came together in a really beautiful way. The sound of our feet on the plastic was just
as important as the sound of Grave applying paint to this piece of corrugated plastic with a dry
wall trowel….or the sounds I made by playing my bell sculpture…which were just as important as
the shadows it cast,” says Williamson, “Through our movements, musical instruments became
part of the visual landscape and art making became part of the sonic landscape, and we were all
really inspired by that.” The original audio from the performance was captured on a cassette tape
Williamson found the morning of the performance on a Brooklyn sidewalk. That particular
cassette will be on display in the gallery during the exhibition. A limited edition series of audio
cassettes with edited recordings of the performance will be available for purchase at the gallery
and through the ABXY Bookstore. (Above: stills from short film Future Phantom // Phantom
Future)

Future Phantom // Phantom Future credits:

Shot and directed by Frantz “JR” Juin and Brian Close
Editing by Frantz “JR” Juin and Brian Close
Light design and sound engineering by Bryan Ellingson
Performance by Melvin “Grave” Guzman, Austin Williamson (Onyx Collective), and Bryan
Ellingson.
Music by Melvin “Grave” Guzman, Austin Williamson and Bryan Ellingson
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Score: Created by Brooklyn-born renaissance man, MELO-X, an eerie soundtrack accompanies
the exhibition. “Over the last year or so, hanging out at ABXY, I’ve been watching Grave work,
and recording the sounds of the studio….snippets of conversations, songs that were playing,
the noises produced by his art making process in general…and remixing them with my App,
Curate Alpha to create a score for the show,” says MELO-X of his creation, “By compiling
materials from NYC’s streets, Grave’s work reflects certain truths about us as a society. But when
you see a Guzman piece, it’s like you’re looking back on our time from the future. He creates
this critical sense of temporal distance in the work. So when I was creating the music for the
show, I really wanted it to sound like the radio station that would be playing in this imagined
dystopian future… I wanted it to feel like a DJ sifting through sonic ideas, the way Grave sifts
through his materials, looking for a piece of something that’s just right for that particular time
and place.”

https://kulturehub.com/melo-x-brooklyn-creative-beyonce/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/curate-alpha/id1049350366?mt=8
https://www.soundonsound.com/techniques/melo-x-mobile-music-making

